
MINUTES – ISC Meeting – September 20 (submitted by Pat Vokbus) 
 
Attended by: Donal Carbaugh, Ed Chang, Tayeb El-Hibri, Stephen Forrest, Don Gjertson, Nigar Khan, Lorna 
Peterson, Masha Rudman, Bernie Schliemann, Peter Stern, Pat Vokbus.  
 
Minutes of May 10th meeting: Approved.  
 
The meeting opened with introductions and remarks by Donal, looking ahead to a new year for ISC, with a 
number of new members and the transition in IPO leadership, with Frank Hugus’s appointment as Director 
(following three years as interim director). 
 
NOMINATIONS FOR CHAIR AND INFORMATION COORDINATOR:  
• Donal Carbaugh was nominated and unanimously elected to serve as Chair for another year, after 

discussion about the value of continuity, especially considering the learning curve that a new chair must 
go through to understand the scope of what ISC does.  

• No one volunteered to serve as information coordinator and to be responsible for taking minutes. Pat 
explained that at one time Barbara Burn had an assistant who was able to attend meetings with her and 
be the note-taker, but that with budget and resulting staff cuts there is no such person. As a result, the 
group decided to share the task. This is obviously not a good solution, since it is difficult for a member 
who is taking notes to also participate in discussions. Donal agreed to approach the Faculty Senate to 
see if they can provide this support and invited members to think about the problem and make other 
suggestions at our next meeting. 

 
IPO DIRECTOR’S REPORT: Pat reported on Frank’s behalf: 
• The IPO Director’s activities from May through August included –  

o attending the NAFSA conference in Seattle,  
o participating in the 450th anniversary celebration of Trinity College in Oxford, 
o attending a week-long research faculty program in Baden-Württemberg, and  
o presenting a report on study abroad on the UMass Amherst campus to the Board of Trustees. 

• International activities with which IPO has been working with the Graduate School include: 
o An agreement with the Vietnamese Education Foundation to bring Vietnamese students to various 

graduate programs on campus (the first student arrived this semester); 
o MOU for research and faculty exchange with the University of Peshawar, Pakistan; the University of 

Kufa, Iraq; Governors College University, Pakistan; 
o MOU with Shaanxi Normal University, China, to allow up to ten SNU faculty members to undertake 

non-degree graduate study at UMass. (The first group of six began their studies here this semester.) 
• Frank and IPO staff members are also working with a committee to bring the North American center of 

the University of Heidelberg to UMass Amherst. The University of Heidelberg intends to offer courses on 
campus during the 2006 summer session. 

• The Fall 2005 Study Abroad Fair is scheduled for Monday, September 26th – 4-6 pm CCA. 
• Proposed ISC activities for 2005-06: 

o Strategies for internationalizing the campus; 
o Working with legal counsel and UMass administration in developing a written liability policy for faculty 

who lead study abroad programs; 
o Revitalizing the Committee on Overseas Programs and Exchanges (COPE). 

 
UPDATE FROM INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS OFFICE (Pat’s report); 
• New group of international students – approximately 400-500, which is roughly the same as last year – 

has arrived and participated in the IPO new student orientation. IPO is trying to coordinate better with 
departments so that new graduate students are able to participate in departmental orientations and still 
benefit from as much as possible of the IPO orientation. 

• Richard Yam, the IPO coordinator of the tuition waiver committee, reported that tuition waivers were 
granted to 34 new students (quota: 45) and to 25 continuing students (quota: 85) for Fall 2005. Pat 
suggested that this could be a topic of a future discussion: how to increase faculty and student 
awareness of this resource without bringing too much attention to it. A constant concern is that some 
office or other will review tuition waivers – as has been done a number of times in the past – and we will 
need to justify them. Pat wondered if – with the change such that the Amherst campus now retains out -
of-state tuition – these waivers would now be viewed as a loss of revenue to the campus and could be in 



jeopardy. There was discussion as to whether the tuition retention is only for undergraduates or also for 
graduate students – Nigar said that she would check into it. Donal suggested that the sub-committee 
prepare a report on the issues and consider if ISC should prepare a letter of support. 

• Marcie Williams visited IPO on September 19th. The staff was heartened to hear her vision and her very 
positive attitude towards what they contribute to the university. Pat encouraged ISC to follow through 
with last semester’s suggestion that we invite her to an ISC meeting. 

 
THE CHAIR’S SUGGESTIONS REGARDING ISC INITIATIVES FOR 2005-06 
• Continue the discussion of third party providers – are we satisfied with the proposed guidelines? 
•  Reports from study abroad programs that were approved and are complete – should we ask faculty 

leaders to visit ISC and report on the programs, or perhaps survey the student participants? 
• Donal confirmed that he has met with Ernie May and that they are inviting Marcie Williams and the 

Provost to an ISC meeting. 
• The 5 College Presidents have met, trying to coordinate international activities. Lorna reported that they 

have passed the issue down to the deans to pursue, and they also share the concern about third party 
providers. 

• Donal reported that he and Frank had discussed assembling models of internationalizing courses or 
programs and distributing the models to departments. 
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